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last month passed 3 months last half year all the time by downloads by rating by rating 46.48 Mb3150+1 last month passed 3 months last half year last year all the time by downloads by rating by rating How to install: Go to x64e.rpf\levels \gta5\vozila.rpf\ ⾸次上传时间: 2015年11⽉07⽇ 最后更新时间:
2015年11⽉08⽇ 最后下载: 1天前 Cargando... Description Comments (14) Benefactor Feltzer Sport Series - Mercedes-Benz SL65 AMG Black Series from CREDITS Base - Rockstar Games - Original Models - Converted to GTA IV by _CP_ Install Instructions - Put the AK_Feltzer4 folder in
mods\update\x64\dlcpacks - Add this line -&gt; dlcpacks:\AK_Feltzer4\ to dlclist.xml (mods\update\update.rpf\common\data) Spawn name: feltzer4 Subido por primera embroidery: 23 de marzo de 2020 Última actualización : 23 de marzo de 2020 Descarga más reciente: hauba 11 horas Yükleniyor...
Description Comments (23) How to install: Go to x64e.rpf\levels\gta5\vehicles.rpf\ İlk Yüklenme Zamanı: 7 Kasım 2015, Cumartesi Son Güncellenme Zamanı: 8 Kasım 2015, Pazar Last downloaded: 1 gün önce Töltés... Description Comments (23) How to install: Go to x64e.rpf\levels\gta5\vehicles.rpf\
Először Feltöltve: 2015 7 November. Utoljára Feltöltve: 2015 November 8 Utoljára Letöltött: 1 nap Add ultra detailed Mercedes SLS AMG to GTA V ! (or replace Feltzer) MODEL FROM FORZA AUTOVISTA = GREAT QUALITY ! Learn how to create your own GTA V car on ► MY COMPLETE CAR
CREATION TUTORIAL Graphic mode on screenshots: PhotoVision ✯ See all my following cars and WIP before posting on this page on MY TWITTER All ultra-detailed installation instructions are in the archive. -For an additional version -To replace the template version: Read the INSTRUCTION file to
use the template or have only a stock car!! If you don't have sound, it's because your game is in the old version, you have to have Windsor, if you don't, you can change the audioNameHash in the vehicles.target to another vehicle. Features -Ultra HQ interior -Ultra HQ engine -Automatic spoiler -4K
template -HQ textures (a little bit of Forza, all others adjusted by me) -Working dials -Work radio-HQ mirror reflection -HQ glass texture reflective -Dirt map -Lots of details, pistons... -One front bumper tuning Subscribe to support me please, it's free :D ! My Youtube channel CHANGELOG: -3.0: -
Processing all materials in the interior and some exterior -Change some texture in the model and add bumpmap -Fix stretched leather texture -Add front bumper tuning -Change engine to optimize polygon number and better engine (FH3) -Add a dirt map -Change wheels -2.0: -Better replacement handling
and accessories (Thanks to HexanoFR) -New replacement sound and accessories -Lights and front windshield are not dimmed now that you tint other glass Credits : model from Forza Autovist (gamemodels.ru) Convert to GTA V: Game68240 Engine from Horizon 3 [YCA Modder Group] Loading...
Download the AMG logo and Petronas f1 logo from the back and AMG on the left and right. Gucci snakeskin and alligator interior. Chrome air vents emblem insignia steering wheel AMG glove AMG interior neck leg well seal. The Gucci snake &amp; gator skin the back of the seat trunk with an additional
15 oval 2500 watts speakers and replaced with rear speakers and an additional 152500W kickers. I have them forreal and took a picture of them to make it into mode (^^) I am still able to change the grill due to no software support not to encrypt rock star data where this texture hides. But it will be updated
once a breakthrough is made I'll be on it. I wanted to call this Brabus but 1ce can change the shape of dashes and mode even the roof we will see lol..... open IV/EDIT/x64e.rpf/levels/gta5/vehicals.rpf/Feltzer2.ytd &amp; Feltzer.ytf replace them with existing files or delete the files in the original GTA 5
directory and replace them with this. (Don't forget to back your original GTA 5 dat 1st....) First uploaded: Xoves 4 de Xuño de 2015 Last updated: Mércores 10 de Xuño de 2015 Last download: 8 días v2 Hi-Res (currently) 967 downloads, 4 MB Xoves 4 de Xuño de 2015 • Senses (GTA IV)• feltzer2 (GTA
V) FELTZER (GTA IV and GTA V) • Yes (All Games)• Scenario (GTA V) • 100 (GTA IV)• 5 (GTA V) GTA IV• Uptown• Fashion• Italian• Eastern Europe• Shopping Rich• Business Low This entry-level luxury car is for entry-level type guys - sellers, marketing dorks, People in tech companies who want to
feel like they've succeeded, but never will. Show people what kind of man you want to be. - Legendary Motorsport description. Feltzer is a convertible two-door sports car in Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas and HD Universe (except in Grand Theft Auto: Chinatown Wars). Each performance should
represent different generations of Mercedes-Benz road users. It is produced by a benefactor in the HD universe. Design Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas In Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, Feltzer is depicted as a compact German-style luxury convertible in the late 1980s, based on the Mercedes-Benz SL
(R107) (most likely 380SL). The car also appears to carry several elements with typical American classic sports cars, giving it some muscle car-like features. The design of the car is very traditional, with a boxing body, square lamps and a rectangular grille. Feltzer always spawns in his convertible and can
carry two occupants. You can only see it in different colors. Grand Theft Auto IV Dark, elegant and handsome... Feltzer Advertising slogan in GTA IV. In Grand Theft Auto IV, benefactor Feltzer is based on Mercedes-Benz SL (R230), but with a front face similar to the smaller SLK-class (R170). Headlamps
are very similar to some early 2000s. models, which have a shape similar to that of the Golf Mk4 and a look very similar to some earlier third-generation Volkswagen Caddy models. Brabus influences are mostly seen on rims. Feltzer retains a two-door look and generally a small body from the previous
iteration, but has a more areodynamic style. The front of the car is fairly dominated by the front bumper, which has a central intake and two smaller ones next to it. The upper part is occupied by a grid and silver headlamp housings, each with an internal lamp, a larger external lamp and a much smaller
turn signal in between. The bonnet monitors the oblique profile and has elevated parts in the middle. On the sides are flared wheel arches, medium-sized skirts and vertical chrome handles. The cabin area is recognizable by its black trim and color rearview mirrors. Silver badges can be seen on the front
fnderers. In the back, it takes on a more concave profile, with a trunk lip, a flat plate holder and large rear lamps. The rear bumper has a central opening and two square-shaped exhaust gas slots. Again, silver badges can be seen on the boot. Feltzers can be seen with a folding hardtop (such as actual
SLK), soft tip or with a tip down. Some are equipped with a black mesh grille without badges, while others have a standard grid with three bars with a benefactor emblem. The vehicle is available only in uniform colors. It uses a unique set of rims with six gouaches wrapped in low-profile tyres. Feltzer is
equipped with a GPS system with a female voice, but only if the player leaves the option of selected cars (default) in the audio menu. Grand Theft Auto V It takes a certain kind of special person to be able to cope with a car like this. Trend-setter, individual, winner. The kind of risk-taker that goes after what
they want without getting stuck in the fine print. Are you that person? Come to my salon in Pillbox Hill and I'll convince you that you are. This car is HOT! It won't take long at these highly competitive interest rates. -Simeon Yetarian The Feltzer returns to Grand Theft Auto V, this time shown as a custom
sports car resembling the SL 65 AMG Black Series. The GT Wing modification gives the car a spoiler identical to the one in the racing version of the Mercedes-Benz CLK DTM, while the Low Level Spoiler option resembles the street version. Feltzer assumes a similar design to the GTA IV iteration, but it
seems to be more customized, with a wide body set, sporty bonnet, carbon fiber parts, larger wheels, side exhaust exhaust. Headlamps seem to be the only other change, looking pretty similar to the Reblas. Silver badgings can be seen on the trunk and rear fbacks. The car is painted only with one color,
which also affects sewing on the interior. The rim design is shared with Fusilade and Sentinel and is identical Sports Wheels Organic Type D available at Los Santos Customs. The current design gallery version of the history gallery performance grand theft auto: San Andreas Feltzer in GTA San Andreas
has a good top speed, but its handling is quite unsatisfactory, as its light weight acts against it. It also has a fairly slow acceleration. Durability is average, which makes it a few strokes before it catches fire. GTA San Andreas Vehicle Statistics Overview - 3D Space Acceleration (0-60 mph per Second) Top
Speed (Mph/Kmh) Gears Engine Powertrain (FWD/RWD/AWD) Mass (kg/lbs) Handling.cfg N/A 124/200 45 Petrol RWD 1600 / 3527 Observed N/ A N / A N / A N / A N / A Cannot be observed Grand Theft Auto IV GTA IV version of Feltzer drives what sounds like a V8 engine with a small displacement
connected to a 5-speed semi-automatic transmission in FR configuration. Auto Eroticarwebsite states that the engine is a 3.8L Supercharged V8. Feltzer has a top speed of about 85 to 90 mph, but is the slowest of the sports cars, even slower than the more compact Sentinel XS. Acceleration is decent,
but powerful enough to easily break traction on the rear wheels when hit. Feltzer has developed a reputation as one of the best floating cars in the game, due to the high level of shortened torque generated by the supercharger. The suspension is solid and responsive, maintaining feltzer levels in the
corners, albeit with some fishtailing at high speeds. These features provide an accurate representation of the unyiey nature that Mercedes coupes provide. Braking is good, and ABS is an available option, although not standard. Feltzer has endured high-speed frontal drops well, thanks to its luxurious
grail, and can withstand numerous frontal blows without failure or fire. However, the car cannot handle the shooting well, and also leaves the player very vulnerable if the player drives with the top down. GTA IV Vehicle Statistics Overview - Grand Theft Auto IV Acceleration (0-60 mph per second) Top
speed (mph/kmh) Gears Drivetrain (FWD/RWD/AWD) Mass (kg/lbs) Handling.dat N/A 90/145 5 N/A RWD 1400/3086 Website Statements/ Badges N /A N/N/N/A 3.8L Supercharged V8 (Badging + Website) N/A N/A Observed 10.3 seconds 85/137 5 FR V8 (Cover) RWD Cannot be observed Grand Theft
Auto V PERFORMANCE GTA V runs a highly rotating 6.0L supercharged V8 engine, according to the website. The V8 engine cover, which is coupled with a 6-speed gearbox in the front engine, appears to be a rear-wheel drive layout. It shares the sound of the engine with Carbonizzare. The car
accelerates rapidly with a higher top speed than the GTA IV variant and this makes the car dangerous, as the player is more prone to being thrown off the windscreen. Compared to other sports cars, it has lower top speed, average acceleration, poorer braking, but higher traction. This is often as one of
the best floating cars in the game because it is back heavy, has responsive suspension and is easier to control. However, its rear distribution makes it out of control when turning. GTA V Vehicle Statistics Overview - Grand Theft Auto V Acceleration (0-60 mph per second) Top speed (mph/kmh) Gears
Motor Powertrain (FWD/RWD/AWD) Mass (kg/lbs) Fuel tankSize (liters) Handling.target [?] N/ A 95 / 153 6 N / A RWD 1450 / 3197 65 Website Statements [?] / Badges 3.9 seconds (Website) 199 / 320 N / A 6,0L (Website)6,0L superpun V8 (Badging) N/A N/A N/A Observed 4.5 seconds 100/160 6 FR V8
(Cover) RWD Can't observe Rockstar Games Social Club Speed acceleration Traction Braking Modification Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas Feltzer can only be changed to TransFender. Type Upgrade Car Color Cost 1 $150 Nitro 2x Nitrous $200 5x Nitrous $500 10x Nitrous $1000 Wheels Import $820
Atomic $770 Ahab$1000 Virtual $620 Access $620 Access $820 Atomic $770 Ahab$1000 Virtual $620 Access $620 Accessed $11140 Off Road Wheel $1000 Mega $1030 Grove $1230 Twist $1200 Wires $1560 Auto Stereo Bass Boost $100 Hydraulics Hydraulics $1500 Ventura Lass TransFender



charges 20% more (excluding colors). Grand Theft Auto V Category Modification Cost (GTA V) Cost (GTA Online) Image Armor No Armor $325 $1,000 Armor Upgrade 20% $1,625 $7,500 Armor Upgrade 40% $4,062 $12,000 Armor Upgrade 60% $6,500 $20,000 Armor Upgrade 80% $11,375 $35,000
Armor Upgrade 100% $16,250 $50,000 Brakes Stock Brakes $325 $1,000 Street Brakes $6,500 $20,000 Sport Brakes $8,775 $27,000 Race Brakes $11,375 $35,000 Bumpers Stock Front Bumper $750 $2,200 Splitter With Canards $1,250 $4,600 Stock Rear Bumper $750 $2,200 Carbon Rear Diffuser
$1,250 $4,600 Engine EMS Upgrade, Level 1 $2,925 $9,000 EMS Upgrade, Level 2 $4,062 $12,500 EMS Upgrade, Level 3 $5,850 $18,000 EMS Upgrade, Level 4 $10,887 $33,500 Explosives Ignition Bomb N/A $5,000 Remote Bomb N/A $7,500 Fenders Stock Fenders $150 $300 Vented Wings $450
$900 Horns Main article : Los Santos Customs / Horns - - Lights Headlights Stock Lights $200 $600 Xenon Lights $1,000 $7,500 Neon Kits Main article: Los Santos Customs/Lights - - Loss/Theft Prevention Tracker N/A Too Hot Full Coverage N/A Too Hot Plates Blue on White $1 $50 $200 Blue on White
2 $50 $200 Blue on White 3 $50 $200 Yellow at Blue $75 $300 Yellow on Black $150 $600 Respray Main article: Los Santos Customs/Respray Colors - - Roofs Stock Roof $100 $200 Vent Roof &amp; Headgear $350 $700 Sell Vehicle N/A Pre Hot Spoilers No $500 $6,000 Low Level Spoiler $750
$7,050 GT Wing $950 $10,000 Stock Suspension $100 $200 Suspended Suspension $500 $1,000 Street Suspension $1 ,000 $2,000 Sport suspension $1,700 $3,400 Competition suspension $2,200 $4,400 Stock transfer $325 $1,000 Street Transmission $9,587 $29,500 Sports transfer $10,562
$32,500 Transfer race $40,000 Turbo None $1,625 $5,000 Turbo Tuning $8,125 $50,000 Wheels Main article: Los Santos Customs/Wheels - - Windows None $100 $50 0 Light Smoke $200 $1,500 Dark Smoke $450 $3,500 Sedan $700 $5,000 Image Gallery Grand Theft Auto IV Front view of Feltzer
with hard tip and grille badge. Rear view of Feltzer with a soft tip. Feltzer's Billboard commercial in GTA IV. Grand Theft Auto V Special Variants Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas Impenetrable, damage-resistant, explosion-resistant and fireproof Feltzer can be found (and used) in the final story mission,
End of the Line. It can only be obtained if he fails in the mission by allowing Tenpenny to escape or let Sweet die and store the vehicle in a safe house. Grand Theft Auto IV Unique Pink Feltzer owned by Gracie Ancelotti appears during... I'll take it. Upon completion of the mission, the car is transported for
the NPC to put it off, but can be obtained if the player is quick in the draw. Alternatively, simply start your mission by driving to Gracie's house, but don't get into the marker. Instead, point a gun at Gracie. Gracie will jump the wall and fail the mission, but Feltzer will be unlocked and ready for the player.
This unique Feltzer is one of five vehicles in GTA IV mentioned by name, the other being a shitty beige Willard from It's Your Call, a silver Glitter recorded in Clean Getaway, a Patriot from Puerto Rican Connection, and Romero used in The Undertaker. That same Feltzer can be found in the Gay Tony
Ballad during the Blog This mission!..., can be obtained by helicoptering the car out of the driveway and then pushing the vehicle with another car into the Lost Clubhouse car park. Be sure not to hurt Gracie or Tony, because it's going to make a mission. Gracie Ancelotti is a unique pink Feltzer. GTA
Online: Import/Export This article or section refers to enhanced version content in Xbox One, PlayStation 4, and PC Grand Theft Auto V and/or Grand Theft Auto Online, which is absent on Xbox 360 or PlayStation 3 versions. For a full list of features of the improved version of Grand Theft Auto V, see
here. 3 heavily modified variants of Feltzer may occur in Vehicle Cargo source missions. Each variant has a unique number of license plates, a combination of colors and different forms of modification of the body modification. Import /Export 1 File Color Set Window Shade? Are you in the snack? Mod Kit
N/A No Mod Category Sub-Category Mod Fender Fenders Vented Fenders Left Fender Right Fender Lights Lights Xenon Lights Neon Kit Mint Green - Front, Back and Side Panel Panels P0W3RFUL - Yellow on Blue Board Vanity Holder Spoiler Low-Level Spoiler Suspension Import/Export 2 File Color
Set Color Window Shade? Are you in the snack? Mod Kit N/A No Mod category Under-category Mod bumper front bumper partings with Canards rear bumper carbon rear Lights Neon Kit Lime Green - Front, Back and Side Panel Plate K3YL1M3 - Blue on White 2 Panel Holder Vanity Plate Roof Vent
&amp; Front Cover Spoiler GT Wing Wheels Sport Wheels - Cosmo Rear Wheels Tires Custom Tires Import/Export 3 File Color Set Window Shade? Are you in the snack? Mod Kit N/A No Mod Category Sub-Category Mod Bumpers Front Bumper Divider with Canards Rear Bumper Carbon Rear Diffuser
Fenders Vented Fenders Left Bumper Right Fender Plate R4C3R - Yellow on Black Plate Holder Vanity Roof Panel Vent &amp; Front Cover Spoiler Low Level Spoiler Wheels High End - Carbon Inferno Chrome Rear Wheels Custom Tires Featured appearances in Missions Grand Theft Auto: San
Andreas Fender Ketchup - At the request of Carl Johnson, a triad gang member ties Johnny Sindacco on Feltzer's hood. Carl has to scare Johnny by driving recklessly with Feltzer. End of the Line - Carl Johnson uses Feltzer to chase a variant of a fire truck ladder driven by Frank Tenpenny with Sweet
Johnson hanging from a ladder. Carl later catches Sweet on which he takes the wheel at CJ's request as he shoots at other officers and members of a rival gang. Export and import - Feltzer is one of 30 vehicles in demand for a side mission. Put on the first list. Grand Theft Auto IV Grand Theft Auto V
Grand Theft Auto Online Vehicle Cargo This vehicle can be selected randomly as a standard target original vehicle from SecuroServ during Vehicle Cargo missions with one of three variations: P0W3RFUL, K3YL1M3 and R4C3R. This vehicle is classified as a standard range vehicle. Feltzer P0W3RFUL
is part of the No Direct Sunnlight 3-vehicle cargo collection. Locations Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas Sometimes spawns in San Fierro. Occasionally found in Las Venturas. Parked at a highway rest stop in southeastern Flint County, near back o' Beyond (only available when exported; sometimes
locked). Imported from a container ship in the Easter Pool, San Fierro after completing all export lists (costs $28,000, and the day you can import it depends on the order you're exporting to the list). It usually spawns in Financial, San Fierro. It often spawns during Valeto's side mission. On rare occasions,
it sometimes spawns in the store, Pershing Square, and downtown Los Santos, especially when there are merits around proximity. Grand Theft Auto IV Grand Theft Auto V Scenarios (enhanced version) Feltzer is part of the vehiclemodelset LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP. This allows heavily modified
Feltzers, among many other modified cars to spawn outside Los Santos Customs, as well as in other locations. Spawning only in GTA V. Grand Theft Auto Online Feltzer can be purchased from Legendary Motorsport for $130,000. It can be requested using the Agatha auto service. The vehicle will be
made by a green Feltzer with tinted windows. Famous Grand Theft Auto: Auto: Andreas Grand Theft Auto IV rewards Grand Theft Auto IV After collecting all thirty cars for Stevie, he agrees to buy cars from players, and Feltzer scored $3,000. Trivia General Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas Image by Beta
Feltzer. Keep on turn different turn lights. Feltzer's so short, Carl's going to jump over the door to get in, instead of opening it. That's not going to happen if the door is open or missing. Feltzer has a more detailed internal dashboard than other cars because it's open. Inside gta san andreas driving school
there is an image of beta Feltzer with different turning lights. In GTA San Andreas, the only two missions featured prominently by Feltzer (Fender Ketchup and End of the Line) feature a scene with a character hanging on the windshield. If a player drives Feltzer to TransFender during the Fender Ketchup
mission, Johnny Sindacco is still strapped to the windshield as the player adjusts Feltzer. Feltzer beta artwork in San Andreas showed Feltzer with 4 doors, this model is probably based on a Mercedes-Benz W116. Feltzer is the last vehicle a player drives in the lead story Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas.
Grand Theft Auto IV Gracie Ancelotti's pink Feltzer is called purple by stats menu. In GTA IV, if a player takes Feltzer with his top to the car wash, the vehicle will be washed manually (as with all convertibles). According Autoeroticar.com, Feltzer was manufactured in 2003. Grand Theft Auto V Motor Bay
Feltzera in GTA V wears the Linnengen Benefactor badge. This could be a parody of the Mercedes-Benz Kompressor line of superchap engines. When he is provided with a custom rear bumper at Los Santos Customs, one side will be mishapen. This is fixed in an improved version so that both sides
touch the ground. As with Comet, Feltzer has two different dashboards depending on the version of the game. The instrument panel of the original version is similar to that found in the E46 generation of bmw 3 Series, while the improved version dashboard evokes the W140 Mercedes-Benz S-Class
dashboard and is the only benefactor with this dashboard. The gauges in the improved version are very closely reminiscent of the benchmarks that appear on Mercedes-Benz vehicles in the late '80s, especially those found on high-end models. This is shared with other vehicles, such as Verlierer and
Bullet. According to ambient files, Feltzer is one of several named vehicles in the game that make distant car noises. [12] Other vehicles include Entity XF, Cheetah, Comet, Daemon, Carbonizzare, Vacca and Banshee. Feltzer's front license plate is not positioned correctly, but is tilted 45 degrees
backwards. See Also references ^ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_EMPTY: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 00:00 - 24:00 Y:-126.6793 Z:37.7008 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_EMPTY: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 00:00 - 24:00 X:-1151.679 Y:-1985.332 Z:12.16036 ↑ Ymap:
WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 00:00 - 24:00 X:754.5844 Y:-1045.922 Z:24.29551 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 06:00 - 18:00 X:-1793.239 Y:-444.9614 Z:41.19275 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO :
LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 06:00 - 20:00 X:-39.32169 Y:-730.261 Z:43.1686 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 10:00 - 16:00 X:431.6216 Y:-1006.717 Z:26.54068 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO &lt;9&gt;: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 12:00 -
00:00 X:-196.8103 Y:254.7079 Z:91.25594 ↑ Ymap:WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP : 06:00 - 18:00 X:72.28709 Y:272.4458 Z:108.7645 ↑ Ymap :WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 10:00 - 18:00 X:-814.8768 Y:-76.69127 Z:36.88184 ↑
Ymap:WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 07:00 - 15:00 X:-1670.535 Y:-539.3542 Z:34.29962 ↑ Ymap: WORLD_VEHICLE_DRIVE_SOLO: LS_CUSTOMS_MODDED_SP: 00:00 - 24:00 X:-1837.241 Y:4687.804 Z:56.04296 ↑ Datoteka :
x64\audio\sfx\ONESHOT_AMBIENCE.rpf, pod imenom feltzer. Deutsch Español Suomi Français Polski Русский svenska zajednica dostupan je u okviru CC-BY-SA, osim ako nije drugačije navedeno. Istakao.
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